Let’s face it; while we love our dogs they can be messy. Playing fetch, rolling in the mud, strolling through the rain and bathing them at home all have their challenges to contain and eliminate messes as quickly as possible. This super absorbent Dog Lover’s Towel takes the dread out of drying. The Absorber’s uniform sponge-like pore structure attracts water like a magnet, pulling 50% more water on contact than cotton or microfiber towels, allowing you to dry your tail-wagger faster and easier.

The Absorber is ideal for:
- After a bath
- After walking in the rain
- After playing in the snow
- After swimming in the lake
- Cooling off in the heat

Simply rinse with cool water, wring out and drape on your dog for the best cooling towel on the market.

Our Company
The Absorber, Dog Lover’s Towel is part of the CleanTools family, a company that has been offering world-class, professional cleaning products for more than four decades.

Assortment
Part No. 14901
- BISCUIT
- SCARLETT
- AQUA

Scan for video to see why the Absorber is a Dog Lover’s Must Have!

I purchased two of these to dry my dogs after their baths. They are so much easier to use than bath towels. It only takes one to dry each dog instead of two regular size towels. I love the fact that I can squeeze the water out and use it again and again until the dog is dry.

I use The Absorber to dry my dog’s paws and fur after a bath or rainy walk it is far more absorbent than a regular towel (and far less bulky, too).

We use these on our dogs every night during summer after they swim at the lake. They are wonderful!!! Really suck the water right off the dogs! And they last forever (unless you leave it on the park bench... that’s why I’m reordering) and we toss ours into the washing machine too.

This is the best thing since anything I can remember. I love it. I used it to dry off my long hair dog after bath. It dries their hair quickly, leaving very little to blow dry.